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Theme for the Year: Myths and Legends from The British Isles 
Spring Term: Wales and Welsh Culture 

Learning Areas Content  Teacher 
Communication and Cognition Individual Programmes followed for each student- detailed on LSP. Variety of 

communication methods used, including symbols, photographs, signing, eye gaze, 
communication aids.  
Topic related content used where appropriate, for example identifying welsh related 
artefacts/ symbols/ colours.  

Mrs Berridge 

Massage Therapy Massage therapy session to music. This term a range of traditional and modern Welsh 
music will be explored. Ranging from traditional welsh lullabies, clog dancing and fiddle 
music to Cerys Matthews and Gruff Rhys. Each track with a specifically chosen 
massage/ body awareness action.  

Mrs Berridge 

Physical Development Weekly Yoga sessions in class, each student with a personalised plan that focuses on 
breathing, stretching and lengthening and unlocking joints. These plans work alongside 
any physiotherapy programmes.  
Swimming sessions on a rotation where students follow an individual targeted 
programme.  
Rebound Therapy is used weekly to facilitate movement, promote balance, promote 
an increase or decrease in muscle tone, promote relaxation, promote sensory 
integration, improve fitness and exercise tolerance, and to improve communication 
skills. 

Mrs Berridge/ Mr Hydon 

Sensory Story This term two traditional Welsh legends will be explored.  
 
The Kings Secret- The legend of King March who was born with horse’s ears but kept it 
a secret from all his subjects, but one day his secret was revealed… 

Mrs Berridge 
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The legend of the River Conwy Afanc- a mythical creature which was said to terrorise 
the people of Conwy Valley by causing terrible floods. One day they decided to move 
the Afanc to the pool at the base of Mount Snowdon. But how would they do it? 
Sensory stories brought to life by using simple narrative, sounds, smells and artefacts 
to represent the story.  

Art 
 

Art sessions focus on skills and process. This term students will be exploring art related 
to the sensory stories and also Welsh heritage. For example, making a collage image of 
the Welsh flag, creating Papier-mâché crowns, sculpting mythical Afancs from clay. 
Students will also be engaging with Spring and Easter related art activities, making 
cards and printing with flowers.  

Mrs Berridge 

Music 
 

In music, we will continue with familiar songs based around known instruments, 
building simple percussion skills. Pupils will also try less familiar instruments, the gong 
and the lap harp. They will experience and join in with songs from Welsh and Irish 
cultures and songs linked to stories studied in class. 

Miss Harris 

ASDAN This term students ASDAN unit will be Encountering Experiences: Creativity. Students 
will take part in three different types of creative project- Papier-mâché / sculpting and 
printing.  

Mrs Berridge 

Life Skills 
 

This term we are following the Welsh class theme in our cookery lessons. As well as 
making some traditional Welsh foods, such as Bara Brith cake and Welsh Rarebit, we 
will also include wider Welsh ideas by making sensory castles, daffodil biscuits, sheep 
cupcakes and dragon fruit jelly. Some of these recipes will tie in with key cultural & 
religious events, such as the jelly for Chinese New Year. When possible, we will send 
the food we make home, but on some occasions, we will concentrate on sensory 
exploration and process rather than the end product.  

Mrs Gok 


